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PARLIAMENTARY REFORM,

^c, 8sc.

The object of this tract is to point out a mode of

extending^ the rioht of votino^ in the election of

Members of the House of Commons to all persons

having a given qualification, easy of attainment

through industry and economy. Also of raising,

immediately, the value of Government annuities,*

and thereby of all other property ; and eventually

of lessening the amount of the annual payments on

account of the public debt.

Its object is also to soften the collision of conflict-

ing interests, which seems to present great difficul-

ties to the carrying into effect a Reform in the elec-

tion of Members of the House of Commons, and to

that end of providing a fund for compensating, if

* No account of a meeting of the holders of Government annui-

ties for the purpose of petitioning for representatives to watch

(heir interests in parliament has yet appeared in the public papers.
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such a measure should be deemed expedient, those

who have now a commanding influence in particular

boroughs of which they may be deprived by a

Reform in Parliament.

The measure of the rate of interest generally is

the value of Government annuities. That value

influences the estimation of freehold, copyhold, and

of beneficial leasehold property,—and of the various

annuities derived from stock in public companies.

It regulates, almost entirely, the value of commercial

paper, and, consequently, in a great degree, the

value of what it represents. The value of govern^-

ment annuities, at present, is simply a money-ques-

tion, they have no patronage or influence attached

to them, they do not qualify the holder of them to

elect directors and other officers, or to sit as a

director to manage them, as other annuities from

stock do, nor do they give the right of interfering

in matters affecting their value ; the holder of them

is deprived of these privileges for the benefit of the

proprietors of other annuities. The holder of a

Government annuity is not thereby qualified to vote

for a member of the House of Commons, nor to sit

as one, nor to act in the various commissions and

trusts which give honour and influence to holders of

freehold property. Though not thereby subject to

land-tax and poor-rates, nor to the expense of transfer

and receipt stamps ; nevertheless, if not residing in

London he is to the stamps and costs, sometimes large,
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of powers of attorney, or to expensive travelling to

get his dividends or to effect a transfer of his annuity.

To impose taxes, poor-rates, stamps, and other

burthens, on the holder of government annuities,

which each administration of the public affairs, since

the war, has been urged to do, would tend to lower

the price of these annuities, and to raise the rate of

interest, and consequently to check the eiforts of

industry. On the contrary, to give him honour and

influence, and to relieve him from the expense of

powers of attorney, would raise the value of these

annuities and lower the rate of interest, and by a

greater diffusion of money promote all the efforts of

industry.

There are three modes of giving more estimation

to any thing, one by giving it intrinsically more

worth, another by reducing the quantity of it, and

thirdly by reducing the value of that which repre-

sents it, or which is usually exchanged for it. The

raisins: the value of Government annuities has been

effected, in a degree, by the redemption of the land-

tax and by the sinking fund, and occasionally (in-

directly) by an inordinate issue of paper money,

and through these means the annual amount of them

has been reduced. All governments in order to re-

lieve themselves from their creditors have resorted

to sinking funds, to the issuing, inordinately, paper-

money, or other base coin, and some have resorted

to compositions ; but no government has attempted
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to relieve itself from them by raising the value

of its securities through honours and influence

given to the possessors of them. Many holders

of land, in order to give their tenants rights of

voting, have been obliged to split their properties

into small parts, and to resort to various subter-

fuges for that object. And in order, also, to give

their friends qualifications for holding seats in the

House of Commons, many difficulties, as to titles,

have been submitted to, and for both objects much

laxity of morals has followed—an easy acquirement

of a qualification for these objects, with the simple

conveyance of a stock transfer, would afford great

individual convenience, and be a general benefit.

Some persons have urged the propriety of "an

equitable adjustment," in respect of the National

Debt, by which they mean, that an investigation

of the terms of the loans to Government, with refe-

rence to the state of the currency when they were

taken, should be entered into ; and they have

anticipated from it a reduction of the debt in pro-

portion to the depreciation of Bank notes below the

standard value of gold, at some particular time

favourable to such reductions ; but the converse

meaning from that understanding, by these words,

has not been inquired into, there being no direct,

and scarcely an indirect representative of Govern-

ment annuities, to urge a just interpretation of

them. An equitable adjustment would take in all



matters; and there arc a great many affecting

materially the question to be introduced, not ob-

vious to a hasty or partial inquirer : indeed, it

might be shewn, that an award of reference for the

purpose would determine the greater number of

the holders of Government annuities to be as^PTieved

persons, and that an equitable adjustment v/ould

increase the public burthen rather than reduce it,

if the whole case were referred to arbitration.

Among the questions relating to a Reform in the

election of members of the House of Commons, those

of extending to the holders of Government annui-

ties the rio;ht of votinsr at such elections, and of

making that property a qualification to sit as a

member therein, have not been mooted. The oppor-

tunity, which a general demand for a Reform of

Parliament affords, of producing a really equitable

adjustment, should not be lost. This adjustment

may be effected by the holders of land, and other

property, considering the public creditor (as he

will be found by a reference to the list of Go-

vernment annuitants) one who has lent them his

hard-earned savings in time of great need, and

deserving to divide with them the honourable pri-

vileges which they enjoy, and not as a mere

drone in the hive, to be sacrificed at a convenient

and safe season.

Every man is desirous of the privilege of sending

a representative to protect his rights in Parliament

;



and the property which gives that privilege has

an increased value from that quality in it, and the

greater the influence derived from the property in

this respect, so much greater is its estimated value.

A freehold, though affording a very trifling influ-

ence '11 the election of a member of parliament, de-

rives a part, and, comparatively with this influence,

a large part of its value from this privilege attached

to it, in comparison with the value put upon copy-

hold and leasehold property, which do not possess it.

Property in a Borough influencing the election

ofmembers of Parliament, though, in other respects,

of the lowest character in the scale of securities, is

estimated of greater value than any other kind of

property, deriving equal pecuniary annual benefit.

There is much political wisdom in the opinions,

that the battle should be fought in the House of

Commons, and that the House of Lords should

mainly be a guardian in reserve between it and the

King ; and therefore, in that capacity should have,

by representatives, a conciliar influence in the strife.

The members of the House of Lords, generally,

get there through the House ofCommons ; and being

experienced lookers on they often see the defects of a

measure, not seen in the Lower House, and prevent

mischief by anticipation of it, through an influence

there.

Those who acquire influence in Parliament travel

ifi the direct turnpike-road to honours in this country.
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The property which gives this inliuence is of a very

limited kind, by no means equal to the demand. If

there were always an easy and open mode of obtain,

ing it, industry would have an increased stimulant in

the acquirement of riches, and the minds of those

who possess them, instead of grovelling after more,

would expand ; and honours, the objects of noble

minds, being constantly within the grasp of igno-

ble ones, would communicate their nature, and re-

move the taint of early habits and associations.

The public debt might become a property of this

kind, and it seems to oifer an ample home for

the surplus riches of industry and economy ; and

in order to get them there and keep them there, it

seems wise to give it this attraction.

By the reports of the Bank of England (1829,)

it appears, that nearly one-third of the whole num-

ber of persons holding Government annuities have

annuities under £10. Nearly one-half of the whole

number have annuities under £20. From these

facts, it may be presumed, that a great many of

these annuitants are men who have raised them-

selves from the lower orders of society, who have

acquired their annuities by successful industry, and

hold a great influence over the class to which they

belonged; and among the remaining number, it

may be presumed, will be found a long list of

women, a class not deficient in influence among all

tlie orders of societv? nor careless of rights and
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honours. A consideration affecting this property

would lead, of course, to an inquiry as to the

number of males and females holding these annui-

ties directly, as to the number holding them by

trustees, and as to the question of powers of attorney.

The whole number of public creditors, at Christmas

1829, were 275,839

Of those whose half-yearly dividend did not exceed £5 85,154

Of those which did not exceed £10 127,321

Of those ditto 50 224,994

Of those ditto ^00 265,862

Of those above 200 9,977

Of those above 500 2,089

A Reform in the election of members of Parlia-

ment must mainly depend upon an extension of the

right of voting to persons who do not possess that

privilege. In such extension, it is desirable to

conform as much as possible to existing institutions,

and not to interfere unnecessarily with the present

qualifications of electors, but to allow them to con-

tinue the enjoyment of the privileges, in this

respect, which they possess. It is proper, that

the rights of voting now in existence by burgage-

tenure, leaseholds, and freeholds, as scot and lot

inhabitants, householders, inhabitants at large,

potwoUopers, comonalty and otherv/ise, or such of

them as may be allowed to give hereafter those

rights, should be defined and registered, so as to

prevent misunderstandings and litigation ; to this
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end, it seems necessary, in the first instance, to

obtain a census of all the inhabitants in the United

Kingdom, men, women, and children ; and that

each person being, or thinking himself, an elector,

should be required to state in what capacity, and

for what place or places he claims the right of

voting in the election of members of Parliament,

and to determine a mode of proving the justness of

such claims.

The ordinary principle of a good government,

that every one should be compensated for the loss

of what is taken from him for the public service,

at a price to be settled by a verdict of a jury, ought

to apply, in the case of a loss of parliamentary in-

fluence, as in many others, where something is to

be paid for, 'which may be hinted at, but the full

form of it cannot be exhibited in a court of jus-

tice. For example, if it be provided that a per-

son holding tenements in any Borough, whereof

the tenants are a majority of the electors for the

members of Parliament for such Borough, should

be allowed to state his losses by the Reform of Par-

liament to a jury ; then, on his side, will be urged the

loss sustained of the qualification of always sitting

himself, and having a son or friends in Parliament,

which can be stated, with as much propriety, in

pounds sterling, as some other admitted grounds of

pecuniary compensation ;—on the other side will

be stated the gain in money to be derived by the

Reform, from increased rents of his tenements, and
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by. the saving of the cost of many expensive

entertainments, it being no longer necessary to

possess, at all times, the good opinion of his

tenants through the operation of rents low in com-

parison to like property not qualifying the occu-

pier to vote, nor occasionally to give it energy and

effect by entertainments.

It will be said by some, that a property in a

borough is an usurpation ; that it is holden in

trust ; and that the people are now come of age ;

and that no compensation ought to be paid upon

a resumption of a right, or upon taking possession

of one : those who reason in this manner would

probably change their opinions, if they would take

the trouble to read the statutes of limitation, or

consider how many properties are holden by pre-

scription, by usage, or as waifs.

Much controversy will necessarily take place in

the settling a reform of Parliament as to the mode

of polling. The present mode, in respect of coun-

ties, of bringing the mountain to Mahomet, in-

stead of sending Mahomet to the mountain, seems

contrary to the common notions of the propriety

of effecting an object at the smallest cost. Judges

and their officers are itinerants ; why should not

the authorities for taking votes be itinerants, and

candidates also, unless of such high character as

to be the solicited party, who can substitute their

reputations for their persons ?

It seems proper, generally, that a candidate
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should shew himself to those whose votes he

solicits, and state to them the qualifications which

he considers that he possesses, to entitle him to

ask for those votes ; and a journey to canvass and

for taking votes may be one. And if it be proper

that the candidate should proceed in this open and

ingenuous manner, it seems also proper that the

constituent should be as open in declaring his

assent or objection to such qualifications in an

equally open and ingenuous manner; and not,

under the veil of balloting, or other cover, to con-

ceal his act, a course which might be kept in

reserve, should no better expedient be suggested

for boroughs, where an undue and arbitrary use

may be made of the rights of property; and when

correct registeries are effected, it seems not im-

proper to allow voting by proxy to absentees.

To any one complaining that he is not repre-

sented, that he has no voice in the county, bo-

rough, or city of his birth, which has benefitted

by his talents, and which has been the scene of all

his toil ; it is desirable to be able to say, augment

your exertions and reduce your unnecessary ex-

pense, and the qualification for the object of your

ardent wishes waits upon your will ; and, in order

that the answer may not " palter with him in a

double sense," the qualification should be so mo-

derate that every one may acquire it by labour,

by industry, or by talent ; and the title should be

of a simple character.
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The mode referred to in the introduction of this

tract, contemplates the following- provisions in a

Bill for a Reform of Parliament.

That every man, except as after-mentioned,

having a government-annuity,* registered before a

vacancy, of not less than £2, which may be con-

sidered equal to a capital of £60, be entitled to a

vote in the election of a member of parliament for

tlxe borough or county in which he may reside at

the time of such election.

That every man now having any annuity of more

than £I, through money placed in the Saving-

Banks, be entitled to vote at the next election, as

before-mentioned.

t

That every man having a government-annuity,

* It will be objected, that Government annuities are not liable

to the outgoings, particularly poor rates, to which other annuities

giving the right of voting are ;—to which it may be answered, that

they are of their nature net annuities, and relieved from these

burthens in their progress to the annuitants, and similar to the

landlord's rent when paid into his banker's account, or as interest

to a mortgagee ;—and that they are more liable than any other

annuities to suffer from a bad administration of the affairs of the

state, and to be first grasped at as a remedy for a deficient re-

venue ;—and as the first symptoms of a decease ought to be nar-

rowly watched, so these annuities, more particularly than others,

should have vigilant guardians.

f This is intended as a practical illustration of the casual bene-

fits of the virtues of industry and economy beyond those imme-

diately obvious, and an honourable reward to those who have

given so clear a proof of the exercise of these virtues.
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directly or through trustees, or the husband of a

wife having one to lier separate use, by trustees,

exceeding £400, be a qualification, generally, to

sit in parliament.

That eight of this number of persons so qualified

be allowed to sit in parliament by the election of

those as before-mentioned.*

That every elector, by his qualification in the

government-annuities, pay to government, on re-

* Mr. Pitt recommended, in his plan of parliamentary reform,

(April 18, 1785,) a transfer of the right of choosing representa-

tives from thirty-six of such boroughs as had already fallen, or

were falling into decay, to the counties, and to such large and

populous towns as were unrepresented;—that one million pounds

should be applied to the purchase of the franchise of such

boroughs ; that copyholders* should have equal rights with free-

holders in the election of members of parliament;—and that the

franchise should be extended in those populous towns where the

electors were few to the inhabitants in general.

The object of his plan was to give one hundred members to the

popular interest.

* Instead of giving copyholders some of the rights of freeholders, it

seems desirable that a law should be passed permitting tenants-for-life,

subject to restrictions as to the use of the proceeds, to enfranchise copy-

holds. The lord's rights in copyholds are as inimical to improvements

as tithes are ; the heriots, fines, and trifling quit-rents,—the licenses

to demise, the stewards' fees, and contingent expenses, together with, in

many cases, rolls very carelessly kept and customs undefined, are evils

very injurious to the public welfare. Any one desirous of relieving his

lands from tithes, or enfranchising his copyhold, the two great impedi-

menta to improvement and the occupation of the labourer, ought to have

the same power of purchasing, as is given to the canal or rail-road

speculator.
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ceiving his certificate to prove that qualification,

half-a-crown for each certificate at every election.

That these payments form a fund to compensate, in

the first instance, the persons before referred to,

and afterwards be applied in aid of the money

appropriated to the redemption of the public debt.

That an elector simply by a qualification from

Government annuities be notallovv^ed to vote thereby

for the representatives of the place in which he

resides, and for the eight members also ; but must

declare his intention at the time of taking his certi-

ficate to be thereon expressed.

That absentees (including single women and

foreigners),* having qualifications in the Govern-

ment annuities, as before mentioned, be allowed to

vote, by proxy,t for the eight members beforemen-

tioned.

That there be no stamps :j: on powers of attorney

* Upon the first view of the question of the propriety of allowing

single women and foreigners to become electors, it seems revolting

to our habits of thinking, even to take the subject into our consi-

deration ; it seems equally revolting to the same habits to withhold

from those who have property, and are not by nature disqualified,

the right of inquiring, directly or indirectly, into measures affect-

ing it. Aliens have been encouraged by superior advantages than

allowed to natives, to invest their money in the British funds;

and much may be urged in favour of them and of single women

from reason and precedent.

t All proxies should be delivered before the commencement of

an election, as the first votes.

I It must be borne in mind by the reader that the principles



jto receive dividends, to make transfers, and to obtain

certificates of Government annuities.

Tliat every man having a Government annuity be

qualified to act in commissions and trusts, by'thc

same annual amount as he would be were the an-

nuity a freehold.

The diffusion of the debt among such a number

of persons as would purchase annuities before the

next election, to qualify themselves to vote for the

various counties and boroughs, would indirectly

diffuse the influence of it among, perhaps, six

times that number ; for every person holding pro-

perty has, upon an average, six expectants in his

circle. The immediate interest of these persons

would then be concerned in the support of Govern-

ment and payment of the taxes, whence they

would know their dividends must come. The

diffusion of the debt would be a safety-valve of great

assurance to the state much beyond any operation

of security to be expected from the Saving-Banks,

herein attempted to be sustained are, that the national debt is a

necessary vent for the savings of the industrious, and not too large

for that purpose, that the most effectual way of reducing the

annual burthen is, by raising the value of the interest of the debt

so much above par as will enable the Government to substitute

stock of a lower rate of interest for the present, and to^ effect this

encrease in value, the public debt should cari^ with it honours and

be released from all burthens, and that no tax which could be

levied upon the public funds can be so beneficial to the public as

a reduction of the rate of interest.

C
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which has been so called, and which only lake in

the mild, timid, and careful spirits ; whereas, the

motive of getting qualifications for voting would

attract the headstrong, turbulent, and aspiring, per-

haps as sensible to their immediate interests, and of

any danger likely to affect them, as others of a con-

trary temperament.

The impatience of a Reform in Parliament

which now prevails, and the ambition of having a

vote in the first election, after it has been effected,

will stimulate the industry of many persons and

make them submit to many privations in order to

get a qualification, and it may be expected that the

public debt would sustain great divisibility, almost

immediately, and that that division of it would

cause a general and beneficial movement of the

money capital throughout the kingdom, especially

if the dividends and stock could be impounded,

and a safe mode of assisting a needy friend could

be included in the provisions of the bill.

It may be presumed that Government annuities,

with these privileges attached to them, and when

divided among so great a number of persons, as

the desire of becoming electors for Members of

Parliament will excite to spend their savings in

them, will gradually increase in value in a greater

proportion than they do at present in comparison

with other things. The diffusion of the public

debt among a great number of persons seems to be
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a matter of importance in another point of view.

If the public creditors were a million of persons

instead of a quarter of that number, the demand
for money-stock would be so increased and variable

as to baffle the practice of the speculators and job-

bers in their attempts to create fictitious prices by
time bargains, and the supply and demand would

more nearly regulate the price of Government

stock than they do at present.

Possibly when the rumours of war have sub-

sided, should this scheme be carried into effect,

£100 3 per Cent, stock in the public debt will

exceed in value that sum sterling ; and then a

new stock, at a lower rate of interest, could be

created, and the public creditor be required to

accept it in exchange for 3 per Cent, stock, or

other stock rateably, or be paid off. To facilitate

this working, perhaps the creation of a 2f per

Cent, stock by the investment of the present

floating debt with these privileges, giving the

3 per Cent, stock-holders and other annuitants pro-

portionally the option of changing into it would be

adviseable, and the annual payments to the public

creditors may, in the first instance, be reduced

one-twelfth, and soon after one-eleventh, by the

3 per Cent, annuities becoming a 2f per Cent,

stock, and Government may hope for a greater re-

duction. But the public debt would nominally re-

main the same in amount as a vent for the savings
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of the careful and industrious, and sufficiently

laro-e to include all those ambitious of a suffrage in

the election of Members of Parliament.

The beneficial effects arising from a reduction of

the rate of interest in the great meter of it would

be felt through all classes of society, even if it

should not extend immediately to effect a diminu-

tion of the annual payments to the public creditors

;

those who now only lend money on the safest

or Government securities, would, in order to obtain

better interest, lend their money on less safe security,

and loans would be more easily obtained through

the whole descending scale of risks by the necessi-

tous, by the owners of land, and by the workers of

land, and by the workers of its produce, and by the

sellers, buyers, and carriers of that produce, in all

states of its progress for the consumer, through their

deeds and papers, representatives of their securities.

By this extension of credit coin would be partially

thrust out of use and fall in value, which would

cause the rise in value of all other property.

The public debt,—when become amedium of a Re-

form in Parliament, and spread through all conditions

of life operating on the idle and industrious, the timid

and the bold, diffusing through the body politic the

healthful effects of a low rate of interest, and ex-

citing a general desire of maintaining the existing

government, and become, at the same time, a vent

for the savings of industry, and a source of pride
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and distinction to those sated with the acquire-

ment of riches—will be found a balance-wheel, to

steady the irregularity of the power of the state

machine, and a necessary member of it, instead

of an oppressive weight on the motion, which it

has hitherto been considered.

A Reform of Parliament, so conciliatory in its

progress, and apparently so advantageous to the

kingdom generally in its operation, is surely worth

a serious consideration. To unite a financial measure,

and therefore implying one founded in grovelling

and illiberal notions, with one to be based on pure

and liberal ones, will be thought by some not in the

order of things and in bad keeping, and such a

picture will be passed by them at once for the ex-

amination of others more pleasing to the imagination.

But those, to whom nature and education have been

bountiful in the qualities necessary for wise

legislation, and for carrying on successfully the

affairs of a government, and who are scrupu-

lously careful of the rights of property, and pru-

dently blind to rigid inquiries into the titles of

possession not manifestly necessary to be looked

into, may pause before such a picture, and place it

among other attempts of the kind for their medi-

tation.

MAKCHANT, PRINTKR, INGRAM-COURT.












